Beltone. Helping the world hear better
Beltone was founded on the act of helping a
friend to enjoy life more. Since 1940, we have
provided knowledge, tools, service and training to
the professionals servicing the hearing impaired.
Beltone makes quality hearing care available to
more people. To do so, we develop technically
optimal hearing solutions without ever losing focus on
the individual’s needs. It is our belief that no
individual should be denied the possibility of an
improved life with better hearing.
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iPad (4th generation), iPad mini with Retina display, iPad mini and iPod touch
(5th generation) using iOS 7.X or later. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad,
iPod touch and FaceTime are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S.
and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc.
Dolby and the double-D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories.
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Beltone Boost

™

Powerful connections
to everything that matters

Powerful
connections for
better hearing
Living with a severe-to-profound hearing loss
can sometimes be challenging. Beltone Boost is
designed to help you face daily obstacles and lead
the life you want. Specially designed for people with
severe-to-profound hearing loss, Beltone Boost is
one of the most powerful hearing aids on the market
today. It’s a robust and comfortable hearing aid that
reconnects you to the sounds or conversations you
might have been missing.
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Thanks to the Made for iPhone® integration, you can
wirelessly connect your super power hearing aids
directly to an iPhone, iPad® and iPod touch®. No
adaptor or intermediary devices needed. It’s easy and
discreet.
Beltone Boost doesn’t compromise on sound quality
either. Its advanced features like Feedback Eraser,
Sound Shifter and CrossLink Directionality give you
the combination of power and clear sound to keep you
connected to life around you.
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Powerful
connections to your
favorite devices
Beltone Boost’s Made for iPhone integration opens
up a world of new and exciting possibilities for
people with severe-to-profound hearing loss. Now
you can connect your iPhone, iPad and iPod touch
to your hearing aids so you can stream sound
wirelessly, without the need for an uncomfortable
adaptor or streamer. Your hearing aids work like
wireless headphones – talk on the phone, call
through FaceTime®, or listen to music in stereo. It’s a
revolutionary way to help you hear sounds clearly and
get an extra boost in life.
Control you hearing aids through
the Beltone HearPlus app
It’s never been easier or more discreet to control your
hearing aids. Change volume, settings and programs,
check battery status and even locate your hearing aids,
if they happen to be lost, directly from your iPhone,
iPad or iPod touch. It’s as discreet as checking email
or typing a text message. Use tips and tricks in the
app’s “My hearing aid” guide to get the most out of
your hearing aids.

Control your hearing
aids with the
HearPlus App
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Great power
and reliability
Maximum power and comfort
Beltone Boost isn’t just a powerful hearing aid. It has
a range of best-in-class sound processing features
designed for severe-to-profound hearing loss so
you experience a smooth, controlled sound without
distraction or distortion.
Get clean, undistorted sound with Feedback Eraser,
which removes all whistling and buzzing from
feedback so you feel comfortable and confident all
day long.
Hearing high-pitched sounds, like children’s voices
or birds singing, can be particularly challenging for
people with severe-to-profound hearing loss. With
the help of Sound Shifter, those hard-to-hear high
frequency sounds are processed so you can enjoy a
fuller sound spectrum with more details.
As a super power wearer, it’s crucial that your
hearing aids work at all times. Your Beltone Boost
hearing aids are protected inside and out with HPF80
NanoBlock™, a special coating that protects your
hearing aid from water, moisture and perspiration.
HPF80 NanoBlock increases the lifetime of your hearing
aids to give you years of worry-free wear.

Moisture, sweat and dirt simply roll off the hearing
aid thanks to HPF80 NanoBlock protection.
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Powerful connections
for all situations
Beltone Boost is designed for the most challenging
listening situations, such as having a conversation in
a noisy restaurant, talking on a phone or participating
in a business meeting. Beltone Boost is packed with
advanced technology to help you understand speech
clearly and live every day to the full.
Differentiating between sounds in an environment
with a lot of background noise can be a challenge.
CrossLink Directionality constantly monitors your
surrounding sounds and automatically adjusts
settings, so you can focus on speech and catch that
funny comment the first time, while paying attention
to other important sounds that might be in the
background.
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Now you can rely on your hearing aids to automatically
adjust volume and levels of background noise when
your surroundings change. Smart features like Smart
Gain Pro and Sound Cleaner Pro automatically
reduce or remove unwanted noise and increase or
decrease volume in your hearing aids. Now you can
stay involved and concentrate on your conversation
without any distractions.
Get more accurate settings for more comfortable
listening with the help of Ear to Ear Synchronization.
It automatically applies program and volume changes
from one hearing aid to the other, so you don’t have
to change settings on both hearing aids.
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Great design
and accessories
Designed for you
Ergonomically designed for all-day comfort, Beltone
Boost offers great power and more features than ever
in a truly compact size. Beltone Boost is available in
a variety of colors to match your style.

Beltone Boost has a full range of 2.4 GHz wireless
accessories to help you stream sounds directly to
your hearing aids, without an adaptor. It’s a great
advantage for people with severe-to-profound
hearing loss, helping you focus on the audio source
you want to hear.
Beltone Direct Phone Link 2
Chat on the phone hands-free and hear the
conversation directly in your Beltone Boost hearing
aids. Change programs and adjust volume with
hearing aid remote control functions.
Beltone Direct TV Link 2
Stream high-quality stereo sound from the TV, stereo
or PC straight to your hearing aids.
Beltone Direct Remote Control 2
Adjust volume in one or both hearing aids, change
programs, or switch between streamed audio from a
stereo system, TV or PC. It’s easy to make adjustments
on the large display using the simple controls.
Beltone Direct Personal Audio Link (myPAL)
Simply clip on a Beltone myPAL to the person you
want to hear, and enjoy every word they say, directly in
your hearing aids.

Beltone Direct
MyPal
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Beltone Direct
Phone Link 2

Beltone Direct
TV Link 2

Beltone Direct
Remote Control 2
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